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"A beautiful book, and one which makes me want to cultivate my garden just as much
as scurry to the kitchen." — Nigella Lawson "At its core this book is about cooking, but
it's an essential and valuable resource for folk who love to grow their own herbs and
cook. Sorted by individual herbs with detailed notes on how to grow and use them, it's
going to be a book I will turn to a lot over the years." — Nik Sharma Herb is a plot-toplate exploration of herbs that majors on the kitchen, with just enough of the simple art
of growing to allow the reader to welcome a wealth of home-grown flavours into their
kitchen. Author Mark Diacono is a gardener as well as a cook. Packed with ideas for
enjoying and using herbs, Herb is much more than your average recipe book. Mark
shares the techniques at the heart of sourcing, preparing and using herbs well, enabling
you to make delicious food that is as rewarding in the process as it is in the end result.
The book explores how to use herbs, when to deploy them, and how to capture those
flavours to use when they might not be seasonally available. The reader will become
familiar with the differences in flavour intensity, provenance, nutritional benefits and
more. Focusing on the familiars including thyme, rosemary, basil, chives and bay, Herb
also opens the door to a few lesser-known flavours. The recipes build on bringing your
herbs alive – whether that’s a quickly swizzed parsley pesto when short of time on a
weekday evening, or in wrapping a crumbly Lancashire cheese in lovage for a few
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weeks to infuse it with bitter earthiness. With a guide to sowing, planting, feeding and
propagating herbs, there are also full plant descriptions and their main culinary
affinities. Mark then looks at various ways to preserve herbs including making oils,
drying, vinegars, syrups and freezing, before offering over 100 innovative recipes that
make the most of your new herb knowledge.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a
bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Syria is where food, memory, and resilience collide: recreate the flavors of this beautiful
country in Our Syria, for delicious meals anywhere in the world. Syria has always been
the meeting point for the most delicious flavors from East and West, where spices and
sweetness collide. Even now, in possibly the country's darkest hour, Syrian families in
tiny apartments from Beirut to Berlin are searching out the best tomatoes, lemons,
pomegranates, and parsley to evoke the memory of home, keeping their treasured food
history alive across continents. Friends and passionate cooks Itab and Dina met Syrian
women in the Middle East and Europe to collect together the very best recipes from one
of the world's greatest food cultures. They spent months cooking with them, learning
their recipes and listening to stories of home. Recipes like the following elicit vibrant
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images of an ancient culture: Hot Yogurt Soup Fresh Thyme and Halloumi Salad Lamb
and Okra Stew Chicken Shawarma Wraps Semolina and Coconut Cake Our Syria is a
delicious celebration of the unique taste, culture, and food of Syria-and a celebration of
everything that food and memory can mean to an individual, to a family, and to a nation.
THE RIVER CAFE COOK BOOK is one of the most influential cookbooks ever
published and is the winner of both the Glenfiddich Food Book of the Year and BCA
Illustrated Book of the Year awards. Acclaimed for their innovative re-interpretation of
Italian farmhouse cooking - CUCINA RUSTICA - at the River Cafe restaurant, Rose
Gray and Ruth Rogers have produced an outstanding selection of Italian recipes with
an emphasis on uncomplicated food which is vibrant with flavour. Beautifully illustrated,
THE RIVER CAFE COOK BOOK is a wonderful guide to this approachable and exciting
form of Italian cooking and a celebration of a great restaurant.
A truly stunning book, Chapter One: A Story of Irish Food is a fitting tribute to the
achievements of this restaurant and of the Irish food industry.
‘A fantastic and heartfelt book, full of recipes that make you feel like Spain should be
your home.’ – Tom Kerridge Bordering Spain's southern coast, Andalusia is a place
where the past and modernity blend together to form a rather magical destination. From
sandy beaches to amazing architecture, buzzing tapas bars and flamenco dancers, it's
full of passion. Not just a feast for the eyes, Andalusia is also a food-lover's paradise. In
Andalusia, award-winning chef José Pizarro takes readers on a journey through it's
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most delicious dishes. Many of the dishes go back to Moorish times – or earlier – and
each of the eight provinces has their own special dish. Try your hand at Pork loin with
pear and hazelnuts, Prawns baked in salt with mango, chilli, coriander salsa, and a
rather boozy Barbary fig margarita. Written in José's signature fuss-free style, this is
genuine, bold-tasting Spanish food, easily made at home. Andalusia is all about simple
pleasures: a glass of wine or sherry, a piece of cheese or ham, and good company. Set
to the backdrop of beautiful location shots, Andalusia is a must for anyone who loves
authentic, simple Spanish food.
A modern way to dine: Jackfruit and Blue Ginger is more than a vegan recipe book, it is
a true collection of Asian favourites with a vegan twist. Perfect for fans of books such as
Plenty, Bosh!, and Eat Vegan. Vibrant Asian flavours: When Sasha Gill turned vegan,
she didn't want to miss out on the vibrant flavours of her favourite Asian dishes; so she
got to work 'veganising' them. Studying medicine in the UK, far from her childhood
home in Singapore, Sasha is a student who understands what it is to be short on time
and budget; most of her recipes don't take long or demand expensive ingredients.
Through constant experimenting, she started to create dishes just as delicious and
satisfying as her street-stall favourites and family dinners; only using plants in place of
meat and fish. Sasha takes inspiration from the flavours of Asia. Enjoy her recipes for:
*Jackfruit biryani *Cauliflower samosas *Fluffy peanut pancakes *Creamy spinach curry
with crispy tofu *Shiitake ramen *Vegan 'butter chicken' *Sweet potato and onion
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pakoras *Tofu pad thai * and, Peking jackfruit pancakes
The voyage - the quest, the odyssey, the expedition - is one of the driving forces of
civilisation. From ancient times to the present day, human beings have travelled
through necessity (wars, persecutions, economic and political pressures), by vocation
(religious and humanitarian) and for pleasure (tourism, culture and sport). A voyage
intensifies our perception of self, leading us to define and redefine our identity in the
liminal space where we are confronted with the Other. This often leads to a change of
perspective in our attitudes to culture, identity and politics. The sea is an important
feature of the geography of both Ireland and France, so it is perhaps unsurprising that
voyages occupy such an important place in the history of both countries. This volume
explores aspects of French and Irish society, past and present, through the prism of the
voyage. The contributors focus on a wide range of topics, including cultural tourism,
literature, gastronomy and sport, in order to trace the ebb and flow of the exchanges
between these two countries and their continued influence on one another.
Mourne Seafood BarThe CookbookLonely Planet IrelandLonely Planet
Camper Van Cooking offers 70 recipes and meal solutions that will make the road trip a
breeze. Life on wheels doesn't have to mean eating out of cans and packets: from the romance
of fireside cooking, to cooking on one burner, through easy lunches, greedy brunches and
leisurely picnics, and simple sweets and treats, there are so many inspiring options. Chefs
Claire Thomson and Matt Williamson have all the advice, tips and tricks you will need to plan
the food for your trip, from essential equipment to basic store cupboard staples. The fabulous
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recipes include spinach and paneer curry, egg-fried rice, frying pan toad-in-the-hole, Spanish
tortilla sandwiches, Bloody Mary prawn subs, toasted waffles with grated chocolate, one-pan
fry-up, cherry chocolate mess, and raspberry ripple rice pudding. Make your camper van feasts
special with Camper Van Cooking and enjoy life on the wild side!
The Patels and Prashad, their small Indian restaurant in Bradford, were the surprise stars of
Ramsay's Best Restaurant TV show in autumn 2010. Everyone who saw them fell in love with
this inspirational family dedicated to serving delicious, original vegetarian food. At the heart of
the family is Kaushy, who learned to cook as a child growing up on her grandmother's farm in
northern India. On moving to northern England in the 1960s, she brought her passion for
fabulous flavours with her and has been perfecting and creating dishes ever since. Never
happier than when feeding people, Kaushy took her son Bobby at his word when he suggested
that she should share her cooking with the world - a launderette was converted in to a deli and
then a restaurant, and Prashad was born. Now Kaushy shares her cooking secrets - you'll find
more than 100 recipes, from simple snacks to sumptuous family dinners, to help you recreate
the authentic Prashad experience at home. Whether it's cinnamon-spice chickpea curry, green
banana satay, spicy sweetcorn or chaat - the king of street-side India - there's plenty here for
everyone to savour and share.
The long-awaited baking bible from the Hairy Bikers AKA Si King and Dave Myers. With their
irrepressible enthusiasm for great food, Si King and Dave Myers, AKA the Hairy Bikers, travel
the length and breadth of Europe to discover the best baking recipes from the Continent. From
Norway to Southern Spain, the boys eat their way across ten countries, making friends and
swapping recipes along the way. They discover the ultimate Black Forest Gateau in Germany,
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the most incredible pastries in Southern France and cook cakes that will tickle the tastebuds of
all home bakers. This is a welcome return of the Hairy Bakers. These recipes will delight and
will bring a freshness to all home baking.
This is the ultimate cookbook for recipes, tips and tricks to feed the whole family. If you're
struggling to find inspiration to cook healthy meals for a busy family and fussy eaters, the
Family Kitchen Cookbook is a must-have to save time in the kitchen. Featuring 700 recipes
with easy-to-follow instructions and a photograph of each finished dish, it covers from toddlers
to teens and everything from batching, freezing and nutritional breakdown to ideas for kids'
parties. This book contains tips for smart shopping, 30 minute meals and how to turn tonight's
leftovers into tomorrow's dinner, everything the busy family cook needs to create healthy and
nutritious meals. Plus recipes for easy entertaining and cooking with kids, ensuring that
cooking is fun for all the family. The Family Kitchen Cookbook helps you to avoid spending
hours in the kitchen with quick, family-friendly recipes for everyone to enjoy.
Going vegan can be a daunting prospect. Many familiar foods and products are out of bounds,
and it can be hard to know how to enjoy a healthy, tasty diet. In her new book, top vegan
author Aine Carlin guides you through the process of adopting a vegan lifestyle, with tips on
what to tell people about your new diet, what you can eat at a restaurant, dealing with cravings
and her take on vegan-friendly fashion (in 2015, she was named Most Stylish Vegan by
PETA). There are more than 90 tempting recipes carefully tailored to people giving up meat,
fish and dairy for the first time, including Jerk-marinated Cauliflower Steaks for a main course
and Macadamia and Blueberry Cream Pie for dessert, and there are also delicious selections
of raw and gluten-free dishes. Learn how to make your own plant milk, nut cream and even
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vegan-friendly beauty products. Aine's practical advice, non-judgemental approach and
tempting recipes are the perfect tools as you begin your vegan journey.
This edition has been adapted for the US market. It was originally published in the UK. *
Named one of the best cookbooks of the year by The New York Times, the Boston Globe, and
Delish * “Enticing, inviting and delicious. Vegan and vegetarian dishes that are hard to resist
(and why should you?).” —Yotam Ottolenghi “Sodha, who writes a vegan cooking column for
The Guardian, has widened her scope in this exceptional volume, drawing on ingredients and
techniques from throughout Asia to inspire a mix of mostly speedy, weeknight-friendly dishes...
a glimpse of Ms. Sodha at her best.” —Melissa Clark, The New York Times “With verve and
charm, Meera Sodha persuades all cooks to make her luscious plant-based food. Her honesty
and wit shine bright in this accessible collection of recipes tailored for omnivores and busy
people. Every page bursts with exciting ideas you’ll want to cook up!” —Andrea Nguyen,
author of Vietnamese Food Any Day and The Pho Cookbook Modern, vibrant, fuss-free food
made from easy-to-find ingredients, East is a must-have whether you're vegan, vegetarian, or
simply want to eat more delicious meat-free food. Meera Sodha's stunning new collection
features brand-new recipes from a wide range of Asian cuisines. This cookbook is a
collaboration between Sodha and the East Asian and South East Asian home cooks and
gourmet chefs who inspired her along the way. There are noodles, curries, rice dishes, tofu,
salads, sides, and sweets, all easy to make and bursting with exciting flavors. Taking you from
India to Indonesia, Singapore, and Japan, by way of China, Thailand, and Vietnam, East will
show you how to whip up a root vegetable laksa and a chard, potato, and coconut curry; how
to make kimchi pancakes, delicious dairy-free black dal and chili tofu. There are sweet potato
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momos for snacks and unexpected desserts like salted miso brownies and a no-churn
Vietnamese coffee ice cream.
Jamie Oliver--one of the bestselling cookbook authors of all time--is back with a bang.
Focusing on incredible combinations of just five ingredients, he's created 130 brand-new
recipes that you can cook up at home, any day of the week. From salads, pasta, chicken, and
fish to exciting ways with vegetables, rice and noodles, beef, pork, and lamb, plus a bonus
chapter of sweet treats, Jamie's got all the bases covered. This is about maximum flavor with
minimum fuss, lots of nutritious options, and loads of epic inspiration. This edition has been
adapted for US market.

La Vigila "THE FEAST of The 7 FISH" is The Southern Italian Ritual Christmas
Eve Meal of 7 Fish, Representing The 7 Sacraments of Holy The Roman Catholic
Church .. This Meal is a Sacred Ritual of The South of Italy and Italian-Americans
in New York, New Jersey, Boston, Providence, San Francisco, New Orleans,
Philly and Pittsburgh. And You'd be surprised to know that it is Mostly of The
South of Italy and of Italian-America and that many Italians from Central Italy to
The North have do not partake of This Great Traditional Feast as it is mainly of
The South. Have You ever wanted to Make or Eat one, but Don't Know Where to
Start? The Know-How is mostly Passed Down in Families from one Generation to
the Next and Not Much Has Been Written on This Great Subject. Not Until Now
anyway with the Publication of This Book by Daniel Bellino Zwicke. You'll Find
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Everything You Need to Know to Partake, Make, and Eat this Most Important
Meal of The Italian Calender Year The FEAST of THE 7 FISH, known in Italy as
Festa di Sette Pesci.. The Book contains Stories, Recipes, and Instructions on
How to Make This Great Feast, Your Very Own "FEAST of SEVEN FISHES" so
Cook, Make, and Partake, and Mangia Bene. The FEAST of The 7 FISH by
Daniel Bellino is a Amazon Best Seller and Top Book of this eclusive Genre of
The Feast of The Seven Fishes. Buon Appetito e Mangia Bene !
Think you know vegan cooking? Lengthy, complicated recipe lists, expensive,
hard-to-find ingredients, flavourless food? Think again! Let Aine Carlin, creator of
popular vegan lifestyle blog Pea Soup Eats, enlighten you with her delicious
recipes and straightforward tips. Keep it simple with easy-to-follow recipes, using
a sensible number of ingredients that can be found in your local supermarket.
Keep it tasty with chapters including Breakfast, Brunch & More, Light Lunches &
Simple Suppers, Something Special, Sauces & Sides and Sweet Treats. Delight
your senses and tantalise your tastebuds with Rosemary and Pear Stuffed
French Toast, Santorini Spaghetti or Sweet Potato Sushi. Keep it fun - Aine is a
truly creative cook who loves to whip up dishes that burst with colour and flavour,
such as her Zesty Watermelon & Bulgar Wheat Salad. And don't be fooled into
thinking there's no room for treats - Fudgy Brownies, anyone? But most of all,
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Keep it Vegan! With this gorgeous selection of 100 simple, tasty and fun recipes,
newcomers and long-time vegans alike will find plenty to keep them well-fed and
inspired. The vegan diet is great for your health, bank balance and the
environment, so what are you waiting for? Dive in and discover these vegan
delights.
Tom Daley is an Olympian. He has learnt from the very best about how to stay
healthy, fit and positive – and now he’s ready to share those secrets with you.
Combining reminiscences from a lifetime spent working with and enjoying food,
along with cultivation tips for the growing season and a brief history of each
garden fruit, TENDER VOLUME II shows you how to use seasonal fruits in
simple suppers and indulgent desserts. Organised alphabetically, each fruit is
carefully considered in Slater's inimitable, unhurried warm prose, to give you an
instinctive understanding of our heritage garden fruits. From a weekday supper of
pork chops with cider and apples to a Chinese Sunday roast with spiced plum
sauce and old family favourites of a deeply appley apple crumble to traditional
fruit ices, Slater shows how the delicious flavours of fruits are the hidden gems in
imaginative meat dishes, the backbone of successful home baking, and
inspiration for the occasional odd pot of jam.
Authentic Italian recipes from the celebrated restaurant Bocca di Lupo. Italy is a
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land of appetite, where life is embraced with passion, and food prepared with
generosity and joy. But the cuisine is hard to define, as each region has its own
rich culinary traditions - and so deep is the belief of locals that their food is the
best, that often Italy's finest dishes are unknown from one place to the next.
Jacob Kenedy, a self-avowed culinary magpie, travelled the length and breadth
of the country over the course of a year, gathering up his favourite recipes - many
of them obscure, some bizarre, all utterly delicious. Like the menu at Bocca di
Lupo, Jacob's award-winning London restaurant, this book is a thrilling, exotic
journey through the true flavours of Italy: the hearty risotti of the north, the
exquisite shellfish of the Veneto, the earthy sausages of Bologna, the fried street
food of Rome, the baroque desserts of Naples and the Arab-influenced sweets of
Sicily. The recipes in Bocca are a revelation, a portal to a side of Italy that is
gritty, glamorous, seedy and mysterious. Be warned, this is a cookbook with
teeth.
'Bobby's oyster travelogue is an ambitious, one-of-a-kind piece that shines a
spotlight on the extraordinary and the everyday of the industry. It's the stuff that
oyster bucket lists are made of' Julie Qiu, In A Half Shell blog 'A masterpiece'
Sandy Ingber, Executive Chef of the Grand Central Oyster Bar, New York 'An
amazing tome . . . The stories behind each oyster and location are informative, in
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depth, but, most importantly, fun' Michel Roux Jr The oyster. Ostrea edulis.
'Edible bones'. The Great British oyster is deeply embedded in our geographical,
historical and socio-cultural landscape. Five-thousand-year-old oyster shells have
been discovered in the northern reaches of Scotland, and oyster shells are
littered along the extinct riverbeds deep beneath the London of today. A highly
prized delicacy of the Romans, the oyster has always been a class leveller: an
everyman food of the poor during the Victorian age to a food of decadence during
the twentieth century. It is a superfood; a biological water meter; an ecological
superpower. The oyster card, 'the world is your oyster' - it has even crept into our
language. Bobby Groves, Head of Oysters at the Chiltern Firehouse, takes us on
a wonderful journey of the British oyster, a five-thousand-mile motorcycle
odyssey of Britain's spectacular coastlines. He vividly brings to life this strange
and marvellous creature, shining a light on its rich and vibrant history, its cultural
impact and ecological importance as well as those oyster folk who work so hard
to protect them. Part travelogue, part social history, Oyster Isles is a celebration
of the much-loved yet much-misunderstood British oyster.
Thank Heaven For Neven! This Definitive Family Cookbook Will Be A Lifesaver
In Every Family's Kitchen At the very centre of family life is the food and fun we
share together daily. Our families are the most important people in our lives, so
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when it comes to mealtimes we want to give them the best we can. This new
definitive collection gives you all the inspiration and help you need to make life in
the kitchen easier and more enjoyable. The book is divided into the areas where
many parents look for help: SOS - SAVE OUR SUPPERS!, including very
practical sections like '30 Minutes Max' and 'Mince Tonight'. EAT MORE VEG, for
ways to sneak more veg into everyone's diet. LUNCH, which is full of inspiration
for packed lunches and beyond. BOB - BRING ON BREAKFAST!, with lots of
delicious dishes to start off your day. PARTY TIME, including everything you'll
need to get you through Christmas and other family gatherings. GET BAKING!,
with lots of ideas for homemade treats. THE BUSY PARENTS' GO-TO BASICS,
which will become your best friend in the kitchen. The book also includes lots of
tips on how to wean the family off processed food for meal and snack times, how
to plan for large family gatherings, how to cut down on food waste and how to
bake the perfect celebration cake. Neven's insights from his sell-out Parent and
Child Cookery Course at his cookery school in Blacklion, Co. Cavan, combined
with his own experiences of being a dad to his four-year-old twins, result in 300
failsafe, tried and tested recipes that will be a godsend for busy parents
everywhere.
Lonely Planet's Ireland is your most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
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and what hidden discoveries await you. Sample Guinness in Dublin, wander wild
Connemara, and take in traditional pub music- all with your trusted travel
companion.
The second edition of the Neurological Physiotherapy Pocketbook is the only book for
physiotherapists that provides essential evidence-based information in a unique and easy-touse format, applicable to clinical settings. Written by new international editors and contributors,
this pocketbook provides quick and easy access to essential clinical information. Pocketbook
size for when out on clinical placement or working in clinical practice Revised and brand new
chapters on neurological rehabilitation and essential components Concentrates on the six most
common conditions: including stroke, traumatic brain, and spinal cord injury Key messages
highlighted for assessment, treatment, and measurement of the most common neurological
conditions
The unique inside story of one of the most controversial public figures, Gerry Adams here
reveals the truth behind the headlines of how the peace process was begun and how it was
brought to fruition. Looking at covert talks between Republicans and the British government,
the Irish-American role and meetings in the White House, the emergence of dissidents within
the Republican movement, the breakdown of the first IRA cessation and the final negotiations,
this is perhaps the single most important book yet to be published on the question of Northern
Ireland.
A must-have cookbook for all busy people, Gimme The Recipe takes a fresh, practical
approach to home cooking. Written by a working mother of six, the recipes are easy to follow
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and with straightforward instructions.
Gino D'Acampo celebrates his homeland's most famous food export with a collection of 100
recipes that includes classics such as carbonara, puttanesca and ragu alla bologonese, as well
as new twists on old favourites such as lasagne, macaroni and spaghetti vongole.
Attention! In your hand is an indispensable training manual for new recruits to fatherhood.
Written by ex-Commando and dad of three, Neil Sinclair, this manual will teach you, in nononsense terms, how to: • Survive the first 24 hours • Prepare and Plan to Prevent Poor
Parental Performance • Maintain morale in the ranks • Feed, clothe, transport and entertain
your troops • Transport the troops successfully on manoeuvres • Increase your flash to bang’
time and ‘square away’ tasks along the way. And much, much more. Let Training Commence.
When someone presents you with a plate of food that they've prepared and cooked from the
heart, is there anything better? Chef Paula McIntyre takes easily sourced, local produce and
transforms it with simple but delicious recipes. A celebration of cooking in Northern Ireland.
With River Cafe Cook Book Easy Rose Gray and Ruth Rogers pioneered a new approach to
cooking and eating. Knowing that people lead busy and demanding lives, they made their
innovative Italian recipes even more accessible to those who love good food but have little time
to prepare it. Recognising that the key to quick cooking is often in the ease of buying the
ingredients, the easy recipes highlight the fresh produce you will need to shop for as well as
the ingredients that are store cupboard essentials. Rose and Ruth then take you through
simplified steps to cook great Italian dishes that are bursting with flavour and style. To
complement this new concept, the cookbook has a fresh, dynamic design and superb
photographs that will delight both new and established fans. Like River Cafe 'graduates' - most
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famously Jamie Oliver - you can learn the secrets of cooking fabulous Italian food, but now it's
even easier.
sit on the deck - have a few drinks put the world to rights - and watch working-class protestants
burn some tyres and sticks and shout some shit - if that can't make a middle-class ex-catholic
happy what can Twenty years on from the Belfast Peace Agreement, Tom and Maggie are
enjoying a glass of wine or two on Gerry and Rosemary's deck, waiting for the Eleventh Night
bonfire to be lit in the estate below. But there is tension in the air; and what these neighbours
of old think of one another, truly, feels just one unguarded moment away on this hot summer's
night. A companion piece to Owen McCafferty's play Quietly, Fire Below (A War of Words) was
a co-production between the Lyric Theatre and the Abbey Theatre and premiered at the Lyric
Belfast in association with the Belfast International Arts Festival in October 2017.

From the weekly Guardian Cook columnist and winner of the André Simon and
Guild of Food Writers' comes a book of sumptuous recipes, flavours and stories
from Rachel Roddy's two kitchens in Sicily and Rome. 'Rachel Roddy describing
how to boil potatoes would inspire me. I want to live under her kitchen table.
There are very, very few who possess such a supremely uncluttered culinary
voice as hers, just now.' Simon Hopkinson 'This is a recipe book that reflects the
way I cook and eat: uncomplicated, direct and adaptable Italian family food that
reflects the season. The two kitchens of the title are my kitchens in Rome and
Sicily. In a sense, though, we could have called the book "many kitchens" as I
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invite you to make these recipes your own.' For the last twelve years Rachel
Roddy has immersed herself in the culture of Roman cooking, but it was the
flavours of the south that she and her Sicilian partner, Vincenzo, often craved.
Eventually the chance arose to spend more time at his old family house in southeast Sicily, where Rachel embraced the country's traditional recipes and the
stories behind them. Here she shares over 120 of these simple, everyday dishes
from her two distant but connected kitchens. From tomato and salted ricotta
salad, caponata and baked Sicilian pasta to lemon crumble, honeyed peaches
and almond and chocolate cake, they are the recipes that you will want to cook
again and again until you've made them your own. List of chapters: Vegetables
and Herbs - Tomatoes; Aubergines; Peas; Broad Beans; Cauliflower; Potatoes;
Onions; Herbs Fruit and Nuts - Lemons; Peaches; Oranges; Grapes and Figs;
Almonds Meat, Fish and Dairy - Beef and pork; Chicken; White fish; Fresh
anchovies and sardines; Eggs; Ricotta Storecupboard - Chickpeas; Lentils;
Preserved anchovies; Flour; Bread Rachel's first book, Five Quarters: Recipes
and Notes from a Kitchen in Rome, won the André Simon Food Book Award and
the Guild of Food Writers' First Book Award in 2015.
AN INVALUABLE DELIGHT TO PROFESSIONAL AND NOVICE BAKERS
ALIKE, THE BEST IRISH BREADS AND BAKING GATHERS TOGETHER THE
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CREAM OF BOTH TRADITIONAL AND MODERN RECIPES - FROM WELL LOVED OLD FAVOURITE SUCH AS BROWN SODA BREAD AND
TRADITIONAL SPICEY FRUIT SCONES TO MORE UNUSUAL TEMPTATIONS
SUCH AS BALLYLICKEY YUMMY CAKE, FLOWER CREPES WITH SUMMER
BERRY FILLING, AND BARBARA'S GUINESS 'YEAST BREAD'.
'Community completely changed my understanding of how vegetables can be
used, and even how they're supposed to taste.' Community moves salads firmly
to the centre of the plate, injecting colour, life and flair into everyday vegetables,
and showing you how to achieve exciting flavours and hearty main meals with
simple, nourishing ingredients. These are the kind of recipes you will want to
share with your family, friends and neighbours, time and time again. Originally
released in 2014, Community became an instant classic and favourite in kitchens
all over Australia and around the world, creating a community of salad-lovers who
are passionate about cooking and sharing vegetables. In this revised edition,
Hetty shares 20 new recipes and some of those readers' stories - with
accompanying interviews and beautiful imagery - to give the book back to the
fans who made it such a phenomenon. New recipes include: Roasted sweet
potato with lime cashew cream and roasted curry cashews; Butternut pumpkin
with lemon tahini and miso granola; Whole roasted cauliflower with toasted farro
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and romesco sauce; Roasted cabbage with lentils and pumpkin seed brown
butter; Pasta alla norma salad; Charred cos lettuce with lemony mushrooms,
chickpeas and marinated feta. This is simple but generous food that you will want
to make every night of the week, for those you love.
It is hardly surprising that Aleppo, one of the world's oldest continuously inhabited
cities, is also home to one of the world's most distinguished and vibrant cuisines.
Surrounded by fertile lands and located at the end of the Silk Road, Aleppo was a
food capital long before Paris, Rome, or New York. Here, one of the Arab world's
most renowned chefs unlocks the secrets to this distinctive cuisine in this
comprehensive cookbook filled with practical guidance on Middle Eastern
cooking techniques as well as step-by-step explanations of over 200 irresistable
recipes, such as Chili and Garlic Kebab, Syrian Fishcakes, Semolina and Butter
pudding, and the queen of the mezze table, Red Pepper and Walnut Spread.
Divided into 15 chapters, traditional cooking and preservation methods go handin-hand with today's desire for healthy and natural meals. Wonderful full-color
photography of the food, people, and markets of Aleppo make this a stunning
cookbook, a great gift for food lovers, and a fitting tribute to a beautiful city and
the suffering its people have endured.
This cookbook and part medical reference, begins with information about
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diabetes, what it is, how to recognize Type 1 and 2 diabetes and what medicines
are used to control the symptoms. Combined findings – at once personal and
professional, and essential reading that effectively ‘closes the gap’ for families
coping with diabetes. This is followed by delicious recipes, Vickie’s meals are
simple to shop for, effortless to prepare and, above all, packed with all the
essential nutrients growing bodies and minds need for optimal health. Grouped
seasonally and covering all days of the week, from Monday through Sunday (and
not forgetting, sauces, treats and drinks), Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes Cookbook
offers a wide array of choices for every meal of the day and to satisfy all those
hunger pangs in between – a happy solution for both busy parents and even
busier kids!
With Chef and TikTok sensation Poppy O’Toole you'll learn the basics, up your
cooking game, with delicious results every time. This is a cookbook with no
judgement. Together, we’ll learn how to make incredible food at home. We’ll
start with the basics: 12 core recipes (or go-to skills) that everyone needs to
know, like how to make a pasta sauce, roast a chicken or make a killer salad
dressing. Then we’ll use these core skills as a base for delicious and adaptable
recipes that will up your cooking game—the Staple, the Brunch, the Potato Hero
(of course they make an appearance) and the Fancy AF. So, once you’ve nailed
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that classic tomato sauce (which I promise will become the new go-to in your
kitchen), you can stir it through pasta, or bake it with eggs for the perfect
Shakshuka and, before you know it, you’ll be getting real fancy and making a
show-stopping Chicken Parmigiana to impress your friends. I'll walk you through
75 delicious recipes, including: • White Sauce: think Mac and Cheese and Bacony Garlicky Gratin. • Dough: easy flatbreads for Halloumi Avo Breads and Salmon
Tikka wraps. • Emulsions: Chicken Caesar Salad with homemade mayo and next
level Steak Béarnaise with Hollandaise and Crunchy Roast Chips. • Meringue:
from Eton Mess Pancakes through to Simply the Zest Lemon Meringue Pie
Whether you’re completely new to the kitchen or looking to elevate your basics
with clever tricks, my step-by-step guidance will help you nail delicious food every
time. As a Michelin-trained chef with over ten years’ experience in professional
kitchens, I’ve done the years of training so you don’t have to. It’s okay to make
a few mistakes along the way, and together, we'll help you fix them and achieve
incredible results at home. I am passionate about the importance of great food at
home, every day—it’s what we all deserve. This is not just the food you want. It’s
the food you need.
Delicious plant-based recipes that everyone will love, with this latest book from
the UK's bestselling vegan author, Áine Carlin. With an emphasis on great
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flavours and fresh, seasonal dishes that don't rely on substitutes or hard-tosource ingredients, Áine's style of cooking will appeal to everyone, from vegancooking enthusiasts to those simply wanting to dabble now and then. In Cook
Share Eat Vegan, Áine has created the ultimate vegan bible, with more than 125
recipes that prove there's a place for plant-based food at every table. Delight
your friends with Crispy Cinnamon Potato Tacos, enjoy a warming bowl of
Turmeric & Sweet Potato Soup, or indulge in a delicious Vanilla Panna Cotta.
Discover recipes for every occasion and for all times of year - that just happen to
be vegan. 'Finding the balance between health and indulgence, this book has a
little bit of everything, from full-on comfort food to zen-inducing bowls to nourish
from within. Discover the beauty of plant-based food and leave your
preconceived notions at the door - it's time to cook, eat, smile (repeat)' - Áine
Carlin
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